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Overview    

Although coaching is now an established and credible profession throughout the world, it remains an 

unregulated one. So unlike psychologists or doctors there is no one accrediting or regulating body for each 

country, or even globally. In fact, quite the opposite – there are numerous global and local accrediting and 

certifying bodies, often in the same region or city all competing to be “the one” accrediting body that coaches 

and clients look to for quality measurement. In addition you sometimes have coach training schools 

themselves setting up “accreditation” or “certification” of their own programs. It is no wonder then, that new 

coaches can get confusing when trying to navigate their way through to a certification.  This whitepaper is 

intended to help you navigate your way through the accreditation and certification maze, hopefully it is all very 

clear but if not, feel free to contact one of our ICA Program Advisors because not only are they experts in this 

area, they have been where you are now. They can look at your specific situation and connect you with the 

accreditation and certification path that is right for you. 

 

Not all coaches need an ICF Credential but we would highly recommend that all coaches become 

certified and complete Accredited Training.   

 

So, what is the difference? 

 

1. Accreditation 

Accreditation indicates that a school has had their program undergo rigorous external scrutiny and 

testing by a peak body. The curriculum is mapped across core competencies, with the faculty, 

assessment and learning processed all assessed independently. Program Accreditations include 

 

- ACTP (Accredited Coach Training Program) 

- ACSTH (Accredited Coach Specific Training) 

- CCE (Continuing Coach Education) 

 

2. Certification 

In the case of coach training, your Certification is a globally recognised statement of attainment that 

indicates you have been assessed by an Accredited Coach Training Provider as having the industry 

recognised skills and expertise required to practice as a coach. 
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3. Credentialling 

With Coaching, a credential designates a recognised level of expertise in coaching, as 

assessed by an industry peak body such as the ICF.  These include 

 

ACC – Associate Certified Coach 

PCC – Professional Certified Coach 

MCC – Master Certified Coach. 

 

 

Accreditation 

Why Accreditation? 

Most countries in the world divide their training into two categories – accredited and non accredited. 

Accredited training is training that is quality- assured and recognised either nationally or internationally by 

some formal body. Non accredited training is training that has not undergone any external analysis or scrutiny. 

It is designed, taught and evaluated by the training provider.  It is impossible to say conclusively that all 

accredited training worldwide is better than non accredited training because there are too many variables 

including type of training, type of student and type of course (long or short, online of face to face etc.) For 

example a Masters degree is different than a short course on How To Use Your iPad. What we do know to be 

true however, is that in the coach training market training and especially amongst courses designed for people 

wanting to either change careers or add professional coaching to their current skill level, accredited coach 

training is by far the best option.   

 

Benefits of Accreditation 

There are many benefits to seeking out an accredited training provider if you are considering coach training:   

 

1. Coaching Is An Unregulated Market This means that anyone, regardless of qualifications, background or 

expertise, can open a coach training school. This makes the profession more susceptible to sub standard 

training, and increases the importance of choosing an accredited school     

 

2. The ICF Accreditation Process Is Rigorous And Lengthy  It requires schools to map the learning outcomes 

of their program against the core coaching competencies of the ICF and demonstrate how they are met. It 

also looks at the quality of the school as a whole which involves scrutiny of Faculty and an assessment of the 

quality of the student policies and procedures. Then every two years a full audit is undertaken where the ICF 

follow the pathways of a select handful of students all the way through the learning process from enrolment to 

graduation. In other words it is impossible to go through this process with no knowledge of teaching or 

learning, let alone an advanced knowledge of coaching.   
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3. Corporate and Individual Clients Increasingly Seek ICF Coaches In the same way as prospective students 

seek out quality training providers, companies and clients are also looking for an easy way to ensure quality 

when they employ coaches. Increasingly they look for ICF credentialed coaches, which means that if you are 

considering coach training you increase your employment or revenue possibilities by being ICF credentialed. 

 

Why We Chose Accreditation  

ICA has been around as a school since 2001 and was the first Australian based school to be accredited by 

the ICF. We have been a global school since day one and made the decision to accredit with the ICF over our 

local Australian based system (RTO & Cert IV) and over other global alternatives (IAC, WABC) for very 

specific reasons: 

   

- The ICF were, and continue to be the most established peak body in coaching worldwide. With 

chapters in many countries around the world they offer the most “global” service to date.  

 

- Coaching is a global profession, meaning coaches can source their clients from any country in the 

world. Provided they speak the same language and can learn how to use www.timeanddate.com 

there is no reason to service only a smaller, local market.      

 

Accrediting Bodies  

There are an ever increasing number of organisations and certifying bodies in the coaching industry, and the 

number keeps growing as coaching establishes itself in more and more countries around the world. We have 

chosen to highlight the organizations we believe do the most to support coaches, and are the most well 

recognized by clients. We have also selected those we see as the most globally relevant. By this we mean 

that they have good representation throughout the world and provide good support if you are considering 

sourcing your clients from countries other than your own. (which you should be since coaching is not limited to 

your local neighbourhood)  The table on the next page “Accrediting & Certifying Bodies in Coaching – 

Summary Table” summarizes our selected Accrediting and Certifying bodies and lists their unique credentials 

and quality measures.  It is also worth keeping in mind that depending on where you live there can be many 

more local associations and peak bodies to choose from. These can vary in usefulness depending on your 

niche and goals. In any case we believe that a local coaching association should not be your ONLY choice for 

alignment when it comes to certification and accreditation. Rather a local association can add value to your 

chosen global body.   
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Key Accrediting Bodies Website 

International  Coach Federation (ICF) http://www.coachfederation.org/ 

International Association of Coaches (IAC) http://www.certifiedcoach.org/ 

European Mentoring and Coaching Council (EMCC) www.emccouncil.org 

Worldwide Association of Business Coaches (WABC) http://www.wabccoaches.com/ 

  

Pathways for ICF Credentials 

Portfolio Pathway (not recommended) 

Graduates pursuing this pathway must source their own mentor coaching, peer coaching and a performance 

evaluation OUTSIDE their coach training.  They must also undertake a lengthy process of demonstrating to 

the ICF that their competencies map across to the ICF core competencies. This is potentially expensive and 

extremely time consuming. 

 

ACSTH Pathway (Recommended for ACC Credential) 

This is a great pathway if you know for sure you will only be needing ACC credential.  By completing an 

ACSTH program you have the mentor coaching, peer coaching and a performance evaluation needed to 

pathway directly towards an ACC credential via the ACSTP track.   

 

 

ACTP Pathway (Most Recommended for ACC or PCC Credential) 

With the ACTP pathway you get a choice if you pursue ACC or PCC after you graduate. Your ACTP provides 

the mentor coaching, peer coaching and a performance evaluation needed for either credentials and is the 

most affordable and time efficient pathway.  

 

http://www.coachfederation.org/
http://www.certifiedcoach.org/
http://www.emccouncil.org/
http://www.wabccoaches.com/

